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Abstract Dynamical understandings of midlatitude transient eddy activity, especially its midwinter
minimum over the North Pacific, are still limited, partly because conventional Eulerian eddy statistics are
incapable of separating cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions. Here we evaluate the two contributions
separately based on local curvature of instantaneous flow fields to compare their seasonality between the North
Pacific and North Atlantic storm‐tracks. The anticyclonic contribution is found crucial for the midwinter
minimum of the North Pacific transient eddy activity. Eddy energetics reveals that the net efficiency of the
anticyclonic contribution in replenishing total transient eddy energy over the North Pacific exhibits a
pronounced midwinter minimum leading to net energy loss, while that of its cyclonic counterpart does not, in
harmony with a precipitation peak around midwinter. This study suggests that more attention should be paid to
anticyclones in studying midlatitude storm‐track dynamics.

Plain Language Summary Our understanding of the dynamics of midlatitude transient eddy
activity, especially its midwinter minimum over the North Pacific, is still limited. This is partly because
conventional local statistics based on temporal filtering, which are commonly used as a measure of transient
eddy activity, are unable to treat contributions from cyclones and anticyclones separately. Here we evaluate
cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions to local eddy statistics separately based on local curvature of
instantaneous flow fields, to compare their seasonality between the North Pacific and North Atlantic storm‐
tracks. The anticyclonic contribution is found crucial for the midwinter minimum of the North Pacific transient
eddy activity. We then apply eddy energetics to assess the relative importance of various processes relevant to
the seasonality of eddy activity. The net efficiency of the relevant processes associated with the anticyclonic
contribution in replenishing total transient eddy energy over the North Pacific exhibits a pronounced midwinter
minimum leading to net energy loss. By contrast, that of the cyclonic counterpart does not, in harmony with a
precipitation peak around midwinter. This study suggests that more attention should be paid to anticyclones in
studying midlatitude storm‐track dynamics.

1. Introduction
Midlatitude transient eddies that give rise to day‐to‐day weather variability are one of the rudimentary compo-
nents of the Earth's climate system (Hurrell, 1995; Shaw et al., 2016). Blackmon (1976) suggested that regions of
large band‐pass (with periods of 2–6 days) variance of geopotential height correspond to those of frequent cyclone
passage over the North Atlantic (NA) and North Pacific (NP) basins, referring to them as “storm‐tracks.” Those
regions are characterized by prominent lower‐tropospheric poleward eddy heat flux (Figure 1) (Blackmon
et al., 1977), indicative of baroclinic development of migratory cyclones. Those storm‐tracks are collocated with
the low‐level eddy‐driven jets and associated baroclinic zones (Nakamura et al., 2004), and maintained through
the effective restoration under the influence of major oceanic frontal zones (Hotta & Nakamura, 2011; Kaspi &
Schneider, 2011, 2013).

Eulerian statistics are compatible with quantitative analyses and dynamical diagnostics (Eyring et al., 2021). The
eddy energetics is useful for investigating the formation and maintenance mechanisms for the mean westerlies
and storm‐tracks (Chang et al., 2002; Okajima et al., 2022; hereafter ONK22). Based on Eulerian statistics, the
climatological‐mean seasonality of storm‐track activity, the maintenance mechanisms for the westerly jets and
storm‐tracks, and their relationship with the lower‐boundary condition have been well documented (Chang
et al., 2002; Kaspi & Schneider, 2013; Lee & Kim, 2003; Nakamura et al., 2004).
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Nevertheless, dynamical understandings of midlatitude transient eddy activity are still limited, especially for the
“midwinter minimum (MWM)” or “midwinter suppression” of the NP transient eddy activity (Nakamura, 1992).
Under the maximized upper‐level jet speed, the climatological‐mean NP transient eddy activity exhibits a clear
minimum in midwinter as measured by eddy kinetic energy at 300‐hPa (EKE300) (Figure 1b) and poleward eddy
heat transport at 850‐hPa (V′T′850) (Figure 1e). This MWM is inconsistent with the baroclinic instability theory
(Eady, 1949) and sharply contrasts with the climatological midwinter maximum of the NA transient eddy activity
(Figures 1c and 1f). Various mechanisms have been proposed for this phenomenon, including barotropic
(James, 1987) and baroclinic (Schemm & Rivière, 2019) aspects of eddies, diabatic heating (Chang, 2001),
trapping of upper‐level eddies into the subtropical jet core (Nakamura & Sampe, 2002), an upstream influence
(Penny et al., 2010), and structures of the jet streams (Deng & Mak, 2005; Yuval et al., 2018). Based on the
comprehensive energetics of transient eddies, ONK22 suggested that multiple processes must be responsible for
the MWM. The dynamical origin of the MWM thus remains elusive.

The MWM of the NP transient eddy activity has recently been also investigated through the Lagrangian approach
by conducting feature tracking (Hadas &Kaspi, 2021; Schemm&Rivière, 2019). Most of those studies, however,
have focused only on migratory cyclones. Okajima et al. (2023; hereafter ONK23) recently revealed that the
climatological‐mean density of NP surface migratory anticyclones exhibits a clear MWM, while its cyclonic
counterpart peaks in midwinter. This suggests that anticyclones are likely key to understanding the mechanisms
for the MWM of the NP transient eddy activity. This hypothesis is compatible with the midwinter peak in the
climatological‐mean precipitation over the NP as well as over the NA (Figure S1 and Text S1 in Supporting
Information S1), implying that cyclonic activity may not minimize in midwinter even in the NP.

Therefore, whether anticyclones are indeed important for theMWMof the NP transient eddy activity measured by
Eulerian eddy statistics needs to be investigated. However, conventional Eulerian eddy statistics are incapable of
separating cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions (Wallace et al., 1988). Recently, a novel method to identify
three‐dimensional regions of individual cyclonic and anticyclonic rotations was proposed (Okajima et al., 2021;
hereafter ONK21). The method enables evaluating cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions separately in Eulerian
eddy statistics and atmospheric energetics, as a “hybrid” method into which both Eulerian and Lagrangian
perspectives are incorporated.

Figure 1. Wintertime climatological‐mean transient eddy activity and its seasonality. (a) Climatological‐mean wintertime (DJF‐mean) EKE300 (color, m
2/s2). Contours

denote climatological‐mean westerly wind speed (U300; m/s). (b, c) Climatological seasonality in EKE300 averaged for 180°− 150°W (b) and 60°− 30°W (c). Contours
denote the corresponding seasonality of U300 averaged for 150°E− 180° (b) and 70°− 40°W (c). A tick mark on the abscissa in b‐c represents the first day of a given
calendar month. (d–f) Same as in (a–c) respectively, but for V′T′850 (color, K m/s), averaged over 150°E− 180° (e) and 70°− 40°W (f). In this figure and hereafter, the
longitudinal sectors for the latitude‐season section differ between the lower and upper levels to be consistent with eastward displacement of eddy activity maxima with
height.
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This study thus aims to give additional insights into the MWM of the NP storm‐track activity by unveiling
contrasting seasonality of the cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions to transient eddy activity and energetics
within the NP and NA storm‐tracks. We will demonstrate that anticyclones are more important for the MWM, to
argue that more attention should be paid to migratory anticyclones in studying midlatitude storm‐track dynamics.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Atmospheric Reanalysis

We analyze 6‐hourly global fields of atmospheric variables, including geopotential height, air temperature, wind
velocities, and diabatic heating rates in pressure coordinates, in addition to sea‐level pressure, obtained from the
Japanese 55‐year atmospheric reanalysis (JRA‐55) produced by the JapanMeteorological Agency (JMA) (Harada
et al., 2016; Kobayashi et al., 2015) for the period 1958–2022. Variables at selected pressure levels are available
on a 1.25° × 1.25° grid. At each grid point, fluctuations of a given variable with synoptic‐scale transient eddies
have been extracted locally from the 6‐hourly reanalysis data as its deviations from their low‐pass‐filtered fields
through a 121‐point Lanczos filter with a cutoff period of 8 days. Plots showing seasonal evolutions (as in
Figure 1) are produced after applying a 31‐day running mean to daily climatology.

2.2. Cyclonic and Anticyclonic Contributions to Eulerian Eddy Statistics

Climatological‐mean eddy Eulerian statistics are calculated separately for cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions
based on two‐dimensional local flow curvature κ2 (ONK21). It is calculated at a given vertical level instanta-
neously from horizontal winds as

κ2 ≡
1
RS
=

1
V3 (− uvux + u2vx − v2uy + uvvy),

where RS denotes the curvature radius, V scaler wind speed, and a subscript denotes zonal or meridional deriv-
ative, respectively. A positive (negative) value signifies a cyclonic (anticyclonic) rotation in the Northern
Hemisphere. This method effectively removes the effect of shear vorticity associated with the strong westerlies
without any temporal filtering to determine the shape of the regions of rotations or vortices. We use unfiltered
winds to calculate curvature as in ONK23, who conducted tracking of surface migratory cyclones and anticy-
clones based on unfiltered SLP. It also helps to retain asymmetry between cyclonic and anticyclonic rotations
(e.g., gradient wind balance).

In evaluating Eulerian eddy statistics, the high‐pass filtering effectively removes a background field from an
instantaneous unfiltered field to highlight signals associated with synoptic‐scale features, which are overall
consistent with eddies in the unfiltered fields (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). Separate contributions
from cyclonic and anticyclonic regions to Eulerian statistics are then evaluated by accumulating instantaneous
contributions only at grid points where cyclonic or anticyclonic curvature is observed (ONK21), as a practical, ad
hoc method (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). In this study, the threshold curvatures for cyclonic and
anticyclonic rotations are ±3.3 × 10− 7 m− 1, respectively, which are equivalent to a curvature radius of
∼3,000 km. It aims to practically remove the effect of planetary‐scale waves, which are regarded as part of a
background flow for transient eddies. Nevertheless, we have confirmed that results are qualitatively similar when
a zero‐curvature threshold is used (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1) or the effect of background planetary‐
scale waves is eliminated by spectral triangular truncation (subtracting wind fields constructed only by series of
spherical harmonics whose degree is less than five (“T4” fields) from the total winds in calculating curvature)
(Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).

2.3. Energetics

The formulation of energetics associated with transient eddy activity follows ONK22. To assess the relative
importance of relevant processes independent of eddy amplitude, energy conversion/generation rates are
normalized by the total eddy energy as the sum of EKE and EAPE (eddy available potential energy), which is not
separated into cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions. The normalized rates are referred to as “efficiencies”
(Kosaka & Nakamura, 2010; ONK22). The zonally asymmetric climatological‐mean state is considered as a
background state for high‐pass‐filtered fluctuations. All the terms related to eddy energy and energy conversion/
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generation rates are three‐dimensionally integrated over the NP [130°E− 130°W, 20°− 65°N] or NA [80°− 10°W,
25°− 65°N] domain from the surface to the 100‐hPa level. Energy fluxes are evaluated at the lateral boundaries of
those domains (Text S2 and Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). In this study, energy conversion rates from
low‐frequency variability to sub‐weekly eddies are neglected, because they are only of secondary importance
(ONK22).

3. Results
3.1. Probability of Cyclonic and Anticyclonic Regions

In the wintertime (DJF‐mean) upper troposphere (Figure 2a), cyclonic regions are more frequently observed north
of the jet core region over each of the ocean basins. By contrast, anticyclonic regions are more frequent down-
stream of a jet core region. Note that those cyclonic and anticyclonic regions are identified through local curvature
free from shear vorticity associated with jetstreams. The spatially contrasting probability of cyclonic and anti-
cyclonic regions is common to the two major storm‐tracks. In the lower troposphere (Figure 2b), cyclonic regions
are more frequent along a low‐level eddy‐driven jet axis as well as to its north, consistent with results based on
cyclone tracking (Hoskins & Hodges, 2002; Shaw et al., 2016; ONK23). The frequent occurrence of low‐level

Figure 2. Climatological‐mean probability of cyclonic/anticyclonic regions and its seasonality. (a, b) Climatological‐mean wintertime (DJF) distributions of probability
of cyclonic (upper) and anticyclonic (lower) regions (color, %) at 300‐hPa (a) and 850‐hPa (b). Black contours denote climatological‐mean U300 (m/s) (a) and U850 (b).
Note that the sum of the cyclonic and anticyclonic probabilities does not necessarily equal 1 due to the non‐zero curvature threshold. Blue contours signify
climatological‐mean EKE (m2/s2) at 300 hPa (a) and 850 hPa (b). (c) Climatological seasonality in probability of cyclonic (left) and anticyclonic (right) regions (color,
%) at 300‐hPa averaged for 180°− 150°W. Contours denote the corresponding seasonality of U300 averaged for 180°− 150°W. (d) Same as in (c), but for probability of
cyclonic and anticyclonic regions at 850‐hPa and U300 averaged for 150°E− 180°. (e, f) Same as in (c, d) respectively, but for probability of the regions and U300
averaged for 70°− 40°W (e) and 60°− 30°W (f).
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anticyclonic regions (Figure 2b) is observed along the climatological‐mean subtropical high‐pressure belt (c.f.,
Pepler et al., 2019).

The climatological seasonality of the probability of lower‐tropospheric cyclonic and anticyclonic regions
(Figure 2d) is consistent with the results based on tracking of NP surface migratory cyclones and anticyclones,
respectively (ONK23). Over the midwinter NP, the probability of lower‐tropospheric cyclonic regions peaks, and
its maximum expands equatorward under the strongest, equatorward‐shifted Pacific jet. Contrastingly, the an-
ticyclonic counterpart minimizes in midwinter around the storm‐track axis near 40°N. The corresponding
probability of upper‐tropospheric cyclonic curvature exhibits a similar midwinter maximum and equatorward
expansion (Figure 2c). In comparison, lower‐ and upper‐tropospheric cyclonic regions over the NA exhibit less
obvious seasonality than over the NP, as the NA jet exhibits only modest equatorward displacement and
strengthening in midwinter (Figures 2e and 2f).

3.2. Cyclonic and Anticyclonic Contributions to Transient Eddy Activity

Figures 3a–3f show the climatological seasonality of cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions to upper‐
tropospheric transient eddy activity over the NP and NA, where the latter contribution is overall greater than
the former. The anticyclonic contribution to EKE300 exhibits a pronounced MWM under the prominent NP jet
(Figure 3a), while its cyclonic counterpart does not minimize in midwinter (Figure 3b). The distinct seasonality
suggests that the anticyclonic contribution is predominantly responsible for the MWM of the total EKE300
(Figures 1b and 3c). In contrast to the NP, the anticyclonic contribution to EKE300 over the NA does not exhibit a
clear MWM (Figure 3d). Its cyclonic counterpart maximizes in midwinter (Figure 3e). Their contributions
correspond to the single peak in EKE300 over the NA (Figures 1c and 3f).

The climatological seasonality of cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions to V′T′850 also exhibits discernible
differences between the NP and NA (Figures 3g–3l), similar to those of EKE300. Although the anticyclonic
contribution to V′T′850 is overall substantially weaker (<50%) than its cyclonic counterpart as shown by ONK21,
only the former exhibits an obvious MWM over the NP as the total V′T′850 does (Figures 1e, 3g, and 3i). By
contrast, the cyclonic contribution to V′T′50 is rather constant throughout the winter with a slight peak in late
winter (Figure 3h). This is compatible with the midwinter peak in precipitation over the NP associated with
cyclonic regions (Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). Contrastingly, over the NA, both the cyclonic and
anticyclonic contributions to V′T′850 exhibit no clear MWM (Figures 3j and 3k), contributing to the single
midwinter peak in the total V′T′850 (Figures 1f and 3l).

Figure 3. Seasonality of anticyclonic and cyclonic contributions to transient eddy activity. (a, b) Climatological seasonality in EKE300 reconstructed only with
anticyclonic (a) and cyclonic (b) regions averaged for 180°− 150°W. Contours denote the corresponding seasonality of climatological‐mean U300 averaged for 150°
E− 180°. (c) Same as in Figure 1b. (d–f) Same as in (a–c) respectively, but for EKE300 averaged for 60°− 30°W. Contours denote the corresponding seasonality of
climatological‐mean U300 averaged for 70°− 40°W. (g–l) Same as in (a–f) respectively, but for V′T′850 averaged for 150°E− 180° (g–i) and 70°− 40°W (j–l).
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3.3. Energetics

Quantitative evaluation of eddy energetics separately for the cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions can delineate
relevant processes for their distinct seasonality. We evaluate the “efficiency” of a given energetic term, whose
reciprocal represents the time to replenish the three‐dimensionally integrated total eddy energy (EKE3D
+ EAPE3D) over each of the entire NP and NA storm‐track domains solely by that term, which is independent of
eddy amplitude (ONK22).

Over the NP (Figure 4a), a more distinct MWM is observed for the anticyclonic contribution than for its cyclonic
counterpart to each of EKE3D, EAPE3D, and EKE3D + EAPE3D, which is consistent with the preceding results

Figure 4. Seasonality in the energetics regarding the anticyclonic and cyclonic contributions. (a) Climatological‐mean seasonal evolution of EKE3D (light blue), EAPE3D
(orange), and EKE3D + EAPE3D (green) (1019J). All the quantities plotted are integrated three‐dimensionally over the NP domain. Solid and dotted lines signify the
cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions, respectively. (b, c) Same as in a, but for “efficiency” (day− 1) of barotropic energy conversion (CK; blue solid), baroclinic
energy conversion (CP; red solid), energy generation through diabatic processes (CQ; red dashed), and horizontal energy flux term (EF; blue dashed) contributed to by
anticyclonic (b) and cyclonic regions (c) over the NP domain. Black dashed lines denote the net efficiency relevant to the budget of EKE3D + EAPE3D (viz.
CK + CP + CQ + EF). (d–f) Same as in (a–c) respectively, but for the NA domain.
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(Figure 3). Over the NA (Figure 4d), contrastingly, those three types of eddy energy all peak in early‐ or mid‐
winter, regardless of the cyclonic or anticyclonic contribution. For both the NP and NA, the systematically
larger cyclonic EAPE3D compared to its anticyclonic counterpart may be an indication of the more baroclinic
nature of migratory cyclones.

Over the NP, the net “efficiency” of the energy conversion/generation terms associated with anticyclonic regions
exhibits a distinct MWM that is indeed a net energy loss (Figure 4b). This is contributed to mainly by the declining
positive efficiency of the baroclinic energy conversion (CP) from early winter and the negative efficiency of the
net energy flux term (EF) that is most enhanced in midwinter. This seasonality of the anticyclonic EF term is
mainly due to the energy outflux through the eastern boundary and the energy influx through the western
boundary (Figure S6a and Text S2 in Supporting Information S1), the latter of which corresponds to the seeding
effect from upstream (Penny et al., 2010). By contrast, the net efficiency associated with cyclonic regions over the
NP exhibits only a slight minimum in early March (Figure 4c), while systematically higher than its anticyclonic
counterpart throughout the cold season. Among the cyclonic contributions evaluated, the CP term exhibits the
highest efficiency with the most pronounced peak in early‐ through mid‐winter. The contribution from “neutral”
regions between cyclonic and anticyclonic regions to eddy energy does not exhibit a clear MWM, and the net
efficiency associated with “neutral” regions peaks in midwinter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1).

The anticyclonic contribution to the net efficiency of energy conversion/generation exhibits a well‐defined
MWM also over the NA (Figure 4e), but unlike over the NP, it is still positive even in midwinter. This MWM
is primarily due to the barotropic energy conversion (CK) and EF terms, whose negative contributions maximize
in midwinter, acting against the midwinter maximum of the CP efficiency. In midwinter, the energy outflux
maximizes, while the energy influx from the upstream minimizes (Figure S6b in Supporting Information S1). In
comparison, the net efficiency associated with cyclonic regions exhibits a sharp midwinter maximum over the NA
(Figure 4f), due primarily to the pronounced midwinter maximum in the CP efficiency. Unlike its anticyclonic
counterpart, the cyclonic EF term is positive and does not minimize in midwinter (Figure 4f). In essence, when
compared with the NP storm‐track, both the less prominent MWM of the anticyclonic net efficiency and the more
prominent midwinter maximum of its cyclonic and “neutral” counterparts (Figure S8 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) yield the prominent midwinter peak in the NA eddy activity (Figures 1c, 1f, and 4d).

For both the NP and NA, the efficiency of the total diabatic energy generation (CQ) is positive throughout the cold
season with a slight MWM over the NA (Figures 4b, 4c, 4e, and 4f). This is due to a midwinter offset between the
maximum generation through precipitation and the maximum damping through air‐sea heat exchange represented
as the vertical diffusion term (Supplementary Figures S6c, S6d, and Text S2 in Supporting Information S1). This
offset is more evident in the cyclonic contribution.

4. Conclusions
Utilizing a novel method for separate identification of cyclonic and anticyclonic regions based on local flow
curvature (ONK21), this study demonstrates that the anticyclonic contribution to transient eddy activity plays a
pivotal role in setting its MWM over the NP, which cannot be obtained solely through the Lagrangian or Eulerian
approach. We thus posit that not only cyclones but also anticyclones need to be considered in investigating
transient eddy activity measured as Eulerian eddy statistics, which has been overlooked in previous studies. The
importance of anticyclones is compatible with the fact that the MWM of the NP transient eddy activity has been
reproduced in Eulerian statistics even in coarse‐resolution GCMs (Christoph et al., 1997; Zhang & Held, 1999).

For the contrasting seasonality of cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions to transient eddy activity, their prob-
ability is also found important (Figure 2). We, therefore, hypothesize that the MWM of surface migratory an-
ticyclone density over the NP (ONK23) is one of the crucial factors for the MWM of transient eddy activity. An
important factor giving rise to the MWM of migratory anticyclone density over the NP, which is unique to the NP
storm‐track, is midwinter suppression of the genesis of migratory surface anticyclones around the Japan Sea under
the intensified monsoonal northwesterlies and equatorward‐shifted prominent upper‐level jet (ONK23). Another
factor is the midwinter maximum of the eddy energy outflux from the eastern NP associated mainly with anti-
cyclonic regions. The tendency for migratory anticyclones to propagate farther downstream compared to cyclones
that exhibit a poleward‐propagating tendency away from the jet because of diabatic heating (Tamarin &
Kaspi, 2016, 2017) may also be relevant.
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The seasonality of the net efficiency is still asymmetric between the cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions even
after normalized by their probability over the NP and NA (Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1). This suggests
that intrinsic cyclone‐anticyclone asymmetry may exist regardless of their probability. An intriguing finding is
that the net efficiency only of the anticyclonic energy conversion/generation terms exhibits a distinct MWM both
over the NP and NA. Potentially relevant factors regarding the asymmetry include diabatic heating, gradient wind
balance, and typical moving direction, which will be covered by our future studies. Evaluation of the energy flux
between cyclonic and anticyclonic regions also warrants future studies.

It is yet to be understood how the contrasting cyclonic and anticyclonic contributions lead to the MWM as their
net effect. Applying the framework used in this study to idealized GCM experiments with zonally symmetric
configurations, for example, by Novak et al. (2020) and Yuval et al. (2018) will be informative. The MWM of the
NA transient eddy activity under the extremely strong jet years (Afargan & Kaspi, 2017; Montoya Duque
et al., 2021) may also be a relevant target for a deeper understanding of the mechanism. The difference between
the NP storm‐track core region (Figure 3) and its entrance, in which the anticyclonic contribution is still important
for the MWM of the total eddy statistics while the cyclonic contribution features a pronounced spring peak in
EKE300 and equatorward expansion of a spring peak in V′T′850, is to be investigated.

Finally, this study suggests that we should consider an anticyclonic contribution in investigating transient eddy
activity in the warmed future climate (Eyring et al., 2021; Seneviratne et al., 2021), in which the westerly jet is
overall projected to shift or expand poleward. Such investigations have been carried out either by Eulerian eddy
statistics (Harvey et al., 2020) or by cyclone tracking (Priestley & Catto, 2022). The “hybrid” perspective would
be helpful for a deeper understanding of future changes in storm‐track activity.

Data Availability Statement
The JRA‐55 reanalysis is from the Data Integration and Analysis System (DIAS; https://search.diasjp.net/en/
dataset/JRA55). The GPCP v3.2 monthly precipitation data is from Huffman et al. (2022). Inkscape v1.0.1
(https://inkscape.org/release/1.0.1/) is used to generate the figures.
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